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International Residency Program 
Ssamzie Space, 
Seoul 
S.Korea ( Dutton & Swindells ) 
 
 
The Dog and Duck 
Kookmin Art Gallery 
Seoul 
S.Korea ( Dutton & Swindells ) 
Text + Work = “Work” 
Text + Work Gallery 
Bournemouth UK ( Dutton & Swindells ) 
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Folklore 
APT Gallery 
London (Dutton & Swindells) 
 
 
Emergency 2 
Aspex Gallery Portsmouth UK (Dutton & Swindells)  
 
 
Luassanne Underground Film Festival 
Showing "Similar to Nothing".  
(Hawley and Dutton) 
  
 
 
Txtrapolis.  
NAFA Gallery 
Singapore (Dutton & Swindells) 
  
 
Host 4 Cinema. 
Nov. 10th Showroom Cinema Sheffield 
Cornwall Film festival 2004 12th-14th Nov  
Side Cinema Newcastle  
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Site for Unbuilding.  
touring Wrexham Arts Centre and Oriel Davies Newtown 
Two person show with Alec Shepley.  
 
.
S1 Alternative Action Plan  
Sheffield UK 
(Dutton & Swindells) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plaza text intervention into Sheffield Newspapers 
( Dutton & Swindells as Suns of the Desert )   
 
 
Brown - field Site  
Sheffield ART 03 
Sheffield UK 
(Dutton & Swindells as Suns of the Desert ) 
 
 
Entropic Gym Variation  
Sheperd Gallery 
Reno 
Nevada 
U.S.A. 
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( Dutton/ Peacock / Swindells) 
“On Vanishing”,  
Site Gallery, 
Sheffield U.K. 
( Dutton & Peacock ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Kayakoy”,  
Pekao  
Toronto, Canada 
( Dutton/ Peacock/ Swindells) 
 
“Mockapocalyptics”,  
Optica 
Montreal 
Canada 
( Dutton & Peacock and Mandy Barber ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Vesuvius”,  
Photo 98 Commission 
Rotherham Museum and Art Gallery U.K. 
( Dutton & Peacock ) 
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 "Apocotropes",  
Mappin Gallery  
Sheffield U.K. 
( Dutton & Peacock ) 
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